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Researchers at Salk Institute have uncovered a key insight about how oxidized fat molecules inhibit T-cells from killing cancer cells.
Research shows how T-cells are blocked from fighting cancer
As a form of cancer therapy, histotripsy uses ultrasound imaging to monitor treatments in real-time, making it noninvasive with minimal side effects. Thus far, histotripsy has shown promising results ...
NSF grant to advance research in cancer treatment
One nurse describes how her colleague incorporates compassion into every aspect of her role as an oncology nurse.
Taking the Extra Step for Patients With Cancer
Detecting Lynch syndrome — which increases the risk of colon, endometrial, ovarian, stomach and other cancers — can involve testing by Fitchburg-based Promega.
All in the family: Unfamiliar, inherited cancer condition becoming better known
Oncology Medical Home' acts as a comprehensive guide for how oncology practices can deliver high-quality, evidence-based cancer care.
New Roadmap for High-Quality Cancer Care Delivery
In this Special Feature, Medical News Today contacted a number of cancer experts. We asked them to outline recent research that they find most exciting.
Cancer research: What’s exciting the experts? Part 3
Can people be protected from environmental carcinogens by increasing their rates of detoxications and facilitating their elimination from our body?” That's the question Fred Hutch translational ...
Cancer-busting broccoli sprout pills? It’s a thing.
Most of the tests used to diagnose cancer are based on imaging. More recently, researchers have also developed molecular diagnostics that can detect specific cancer-associated molecules that circulate ...
Test Detects Cancer Cells and Exposes Their Location
Diagnostic nanoparticles could be used to monitor tumor recurrence after treatment or to perform routine cancer screenings. Most of the tests that doctors use to diagnose cancer — such as mammography, ...
A Noninvasive Test Using Nanoparticles to Detect Cancer Cells and Pinpoint Their Location
A study led by D. Ross Camidge, MD, PhD, director of thoracic oncology at the University of Colorado School of Medicine and CU Cancer Center member, ...
Research finds MET amplification as driver for some non-small cell lung cancers
It's difficult enough when a loved one is diagnosed with cancer, but employed spouses of those who receive the diagnosis also are confronted with an array of practical problems. It's now up to them to ...
Reducing the impacts of stress on working cancer caregivers
Women recovering from endometrial cancer require health professionals to provide them with individualized weight management plans to assist with their recovery, a University of Queensland study has ...
Women need individualized help with weight after endometrial cancer
Maki Inada has to drive 5½ hours to see a doctor because of state laws restricting telemedicine.
A Cancer Patient’s Brutal Commute
Researchers led by Pere Roca-Cusachs at the Institute for Bioengineering of Catalonia (IBEC) and Isaac Almendros at IDIBAPS discover how force dynamics affect cells, and living tissues. The results ...
Cellular push and pull, a key to the body's response to processes such as cancer
Jessica Gannon, a recent graduate in mechanical engineering at Virginia Tech, will continue her education and research as a doctoral student in biomedical engineering through Virginia Tech - Wake ...
Virginia Tech graduate student receives NSF grant to examine new treatments for pancreatic cancer
Scientific findings in this lesser-studied area of genomics could lead to new approaches in fighting three classes of diseases: cancer, autoimmune disorders and neurological conditions.
CMU-Q researchers publish review on new possibilities in cancer therapy
Since the human genome was first mapped, scientists have discovered hundreds of genes influencing illnesses like breast cancer, heart disease and ...
Mixed-ancestry genetic research shows a bit of Native American DNA could reduce risk of Alzheimer’s disease
A CDC researcher found that being a little plump might be healthier than being thin. The bigger surprise was the firestorm that followed.
The obesity research that blew up
Patients with cancer have been particularly hard hit by the Covid-19 pandemic, both clinically with a higher infection risk and logistically with delays in care delivery. Several recent studies have ...
Blood Cancer Patients and Covid-19: Higher Risks but Vaccine Ready
The singer, who first shot to fame with Boyzone in the 90s has leant his weight behind a Cancer Research UK roadshow ... a change that isn’t normal for you.” One topic that the nurses are ...
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